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SUMMARY
This report is based upon engine tests made at the Bureau of Standards during 1920, 1921,
1922, and 1923 and has been prepared for publication by the National Advisory Committee for
Aeronautic. The majorihy of these tests ~ere of aviation engines and were made in Lhe a.lti-
t.ude laboratory. For a small portion of the work a single cyhder experimental engine w-as used.
This, ho-w-ever, was operated only at sea level pressures.
The report shows that an increase in brake horsepower and a decrease in the pounds of fuel
used per brake horsepower hour usually results from an increase in compression ratio. This
holds true at least up to Lhe highest ratio investigated, 14 to 1, pro-rided there is no serious
preignition or detonation at any ratio. To a-ioid preignition and detonation when empIoying
high compression ratios it is often necessary to use some fuel other than gasoline. It has been
found that the consumptio~ of some of these fuels i~ pounds per brake horsepower hour is so
much greater than the consumption of gasoline that it offsets the decrease derived from the use
of the high compression ratio. The changes in indicated therrmd eficiency with changes in
compression ratio are in close a=meement with -whatiwould be anticipated from a consideration
of the air cycle efficiencies at the -various ratios. In so far as these tests are concerned there is no
etidence that a change in compression ratio produces an appreciable, eom=istent change in fric-
tion horsepower, -volumetric efficiency, or in the range of fuel-air ratios o-rer which the engine can
operate. The ratio between the heat loss to the jacket -water and the heat co~-rerted into brake
horsepower or indicated horsepower decreases with increase in compression ratio.
INTRODUCTION
Interest in this subjecb dates from 1%32 w-hen Sir DugaIcl Clerk showed the efficiency of the
Otto cycle to depend solely upon the expamion ratio. Compression and expansion ratios are
equal in con-rentional internal combustion engines and it is customary to speak merely of a
change in compression ratio when both ratios are changed. V7hen one ratio is cha~ued and not
the other special attention is drawn to that fact. This practice is followed throughout this
report. Presumably early attempts to use high compression ratios failed because of what are
no-w known to be preignition and detonation. Inasmuch as there -was then no great demand for
engines of edrernely high thermal efficiency there was little incentive to-ward the overcoming of
these diEiculties. With the ad-vent of the aviation en=tie conditions were re-rersed. Every
effort xas made to increase the therrpal efficiency and the ratio of engine power to engine -weight
and to that end means -were sought. which would permit further increase in compression ratio.
The first attention given to this subject at the Bureau of Standards consisted in com-
parative tests of the performance of an a.-riation engine -when equipped with pistons hating com-
pression ratios of 4.7, 5.3, and 6.2.’ These tests clearly indicated the desirability of employing
high compression ratios but were not sufllciently complete to serve as a basis for predicting the
1Compression ratio is the ratio of the sum of the piston diepbeement and clearance.Tohrne to the eleamrwe v;lume.
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probable gain from .agiven increase in compression ratio or to indicate the’ extent to which the
compression ratio might be increased with profit.
To obtain such information a program was formulated which called for tests of an aviation
engine -when equipped with pistons giving compression ratios of 5.3, 6.3, 7.3, and 8.3, respec-
tively. These tests were to be conducted over a range of air pressures and temperatures co~er-
ing atmospheric conditions between sea level and an altitude of 25jO00 feet. Performance wws
to be measured over a wide range of fuel air ratios, engine speeds, and engine loads in order that
the results obtained might be of the widest=g-ossible application.
When the tests specified in the above program had.been completed it was decided to extend
the work to higher compression ratios by means of single cylinder engine tests. Two I%itish
investigators, Gibson and Ricardo, already had published considerable information derived
from tests of single cylinder engines with ~arious compression ratios and a sufficient number of
tests had been made upon the single cylinder engine at the Bureau of Standards to show the
extent to which its performance agreed with that of multi-cylinder engines. While the single
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FIG, I.—Test 163. Engine: Bore, 4.72 inches; stroke, S.12
inches; 8 cylinders: compression ratio, 5.3: 1; air tern.
perature, +10° C.; full throttle, 1,00UR. P. M.
cylinder engine tests were in progress two types of
aviation engines were being tested in the altitude
laboratory. At the request- of the Bureau of Aero-
nautics of the Navy each of those Lypes -was tested
with two compression ratios. The information derived
from these arid the previously mentioned tests forms
the basis of the foHowing report.
ENGINES USED IN TEST
The performance of aviationengines as affected by
compression r~tio was of chief int crest in this investig&-
tion. Consequently tests were for the most part made
in the altitude laboratory where atmospheric conditions
similar to those prevailing at high altitudes could be
produced. For the major series of tests an airpkme cm-
gine of a type which had given excellent performance
in service Tas employed. This engine -was of the 8-
cylinder, water-cooled, V type, and had a bore of 4.72
inches and a stroke of 5.12 inches. Four sets of pis-
tons -were provided, giving compression rakios of 5.30,
6.30, 7,30, and 8.30. The differences in compression
ratio were the result of cliffertmees in the amount of
crowning given to the piston head.
In connection with another investigation, al~t;de chambe; tests -were made of an 8-cylinder
engine of 5.5 l-inch bore and 5.91-inch stroke and of a 6-cylinder engine of &62-inch bore and
7.50-inch stroke. The performance of the former engine was measured with compression ratios
of 6.50 and 5.40, whereas the latter was tested with ratios of 6.50 and 5.50. For extending the
investigation to higher ratios a single cylinder experimental engine of 5-inch bore and 7-inch
stroke was utilized. This was operated (at sea, Ievel only) with compression ratios of 5.4, 6.1,
7.2, 9.2, 11.5, 14.0.
GENERAL METHOD OF OBTAINING AND PLOTTING DATA
The general method of test was to measure the performance of the engine -when operating
with the various compression ratios over a wide range of typical service conditions. Figure 1 is
an example of the preliminary plots from which such information as is given in l?igures 2, 3, and
4 was derived. In Figure 1, brake mean effective pressures are plotted against fuel consumption
in pounds per hour. Each curve shows resul% of a series of runs all made at the same altitude
but with different fuel-air ratios, The figure shows cuives obtained with the engine operating
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att atmospheric pressures corresponding to those prevailing at sea lewil and at altitudes of 5,000,
10,000, 15,000, 20,000, 25,000, and 30,000 feet. Simikr groups of curves were obtained with
other compression ratios with the engine operating at the same speed, throttle opening, and air
temperature. “ From the curves i~ was possible to sekt valties of brake mean effeetive pressure
developed with each compression ratio at. a given fuel-air ratio. Such values are plotted in
Figges 2 and 3. Figme 4 ~hows sfi~ar ~es~ts obtained at an air temperature of – 10° (!. k
order to pick from such cur-res as are shown in
Figure 1 values corresponding to a given fuel-air
ratio, the air flow for the conditions represent ed
must be known. This information is given in
Figure 15, which will be discussed later in this re-
port. Many of the figures contain a cum-e of
pounds of fuel per hour =i-ersusair density. This
curve is merely a record of the fuel consump tions
at which the mean effecti~e pressures sho-wu above.
it were de~eloped. It does not indicate differences
in fuel flow produced by cliilerences in air derisit y
but on the contrary differences due to adjustments
of the carburetor made when the changes in air
density took place. The purpose of such adjust-
ments was to maintain the desired fuel-air ratios.
Figure 3, for exampIe, shows that when the car-
buretor -was adjusted to gi-i-e a fuel flow of 58.8
pounds per hour at an air de~ity of 0.0+t5 a brake
mean effective pressure of 69.8 was obtained -with
the 5.3 ratio, 73.S with the 6.3, 76.8 with the
7.3, and 78.5 with the 8.3.
DISCUSSION OF RESUL2X
BR.WCE HORSEPOWER-POIJNE Ol? PLTX PER BR.MCE
HORSEPOWER HO fIR
Fi~~~ Z, ?, and Q do not, Show mean effective
pressures de-reIoped with the l@her compression
ratios at the higher air densities (Io-wer altitudes).
This is because detonation and preignition pre-
-rent satisfactory operation under these conditions
with gasoline as a fuel. It -was known that
the employment of special fuels or throttling
of the engine would permit safe sea-level
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F~G. 2.—Tests 163, 164+165, and 166. Engine: Bore, 4.72 inches;
stroke, 5.J.2 inches; 8 cylinders; full throttle, 1,6W?R. P. M.;
air temperature, +10° C.; pound of afr per fmund of fueI, 13;
fwtm.d of fueI per pound of air, 0.0i7
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operation even with the 8.3 compression rat io, but it appeared logical first of all to ihd
how much gain resulted from the use of the I@h compression ratios at high altitudes and then to
determine whether or noi the gain justified the difficulties incident to the employment of spe~ial
fuels for operation at 10-waltitudes.
In so far as the performance of this engine o-rer the range of conditions covered by the first
four figures is concerned, there was an increase in brake horsepower’ with each increase of com-
pression ratio. Thati there was a corresponding decrease in the fuel consu&ption in pounds per
brake horsepower hour is evident from the fact thak these figures show the increase in brake
horsepower to have been obtained with no increase in the pounds of fuel used per hour. F@res
~For a given spwd snd engine, brake horsefmwer is dirwtly proportioti to the brake mean effecV1vepressme.
—
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5 and 6 show increases in brake horsepower obtained with ~two other engines when their com-
prmsion ratios were increased from approximately 5.5 to 6.5.
lPiiICATED HORSEPOWER AND FUEL CONSUMPTION
The original plan of procedure was first of all to_obtain tmd make generally availablo the
information given in the preceding paragraph. This accomplished,’ the next step was to find
the extent to which this information was applicable. Would the beriefits derived from an
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FIQ. 3.—Air temperature, +10” C.; pound of air per pound of fueI, FIG. 4.—Air temperature, –10° C.; pound of eir per pound of fuel,
14; pound of fuel per pound of air, 0.071 13; pound of fuel per pound of air, 0.077
Engine: Bore, 4.72inches; stroke, 5.12inches; 8 cyli~ders; full throttle, I,&XlR. P. M.
increase in compression- ratio be the same at various engine speeds> at various air temperatures~
at various proportions of full power t The basic consideration in an analysis of this sor~ is tk~
power developed in the engine cylinder, the indicated horsepower. Figures 7 and 8 show an
increase in indicated power with each increase in compression ratio. I?rom considerations of
air cycle efficiency k the increases in power to be expected from increasing the compression
ratio from 5.3 io 6.3, 7.3, and 8.3 would be approximately 3 per cent, 9 per cent, and 12 per cent,
$Compression Ratio end Thermal Efficiency of Airplane Engines Journal of Society of Automotive Engineers, May, 1921.
4 Air cycle efficiency 1!l—~ where r is the expansion ratio (which equals the compression ratio in corrverrtiond engines) and mfs the ratio.
between the specblc heat at constant pressure and that at constant vcdrrrnewhich for ~ir is spproximatel y 1.4. The derivation of We relntion is
giyen in nearIy all texibooke on thermodyzmmfc.s.
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respectively. t~nder the conditions specified in Figure 7 about. “96 per cent of the theoretical
gain in power was obtained with the 6.3 ratio, 97 per cent with the 7.3 ratio, and 95 per cent
wit-h the 8.3 patio. l~nder the conditions of Figure 8, 97 per cent of the theoretical gain was
obtained with the 6.3 ratio and 94 per cent with the 7.3. Int crest atfiaches to these figures
not because they show less than the theoretical gains to have been obtained but because they
do show thafi the ratio of the actual to the theoretical gain is not greatly Werent for a change in
.
ratio of from 7.3 to 8.3 than for a change from 5.3 to 6.3. In other -words the results in no
-way discourage experiments with even higher compression ratios.
FIG. 5.—Tests 186snd 187. Engk: Bore, 5.51 inches;
Str&e, 5,91behe$ S @riders
FIG. 6.—T&.s 1S3and lW. Engine: Bore, 6.6?5inch~
stroke, 7.5 fneheq 6 cyIfnders
EFFECT OF ENGfXE SPEED
Figure 9 is informati~e as to the influence of ergtie speed on the gain in power to be antici-
pated from an increase in compression ratio. The quantities plot ted were obtained by dividing
indicated mean effective’ prcswres by the appropriate air cycle efllciencies. If the same per-
centages of air c.ycle eficiency were obtained with each ratio the curves for the four ratios
would coincide. The feature of interest in these curvw, however, is not. the extent to which the
curves coincide but the extent to which a constant relationship between the curves is main-
tained over this range of speeds.
The cur-res in the lower group, based on results obtained wi’th an air density of 0.03?, are
nearly paraIlel but at the higher densities (Iower altitudes) the increase h power with increase
in compression ratio appears to be less at low speeds. IL seems pla~=ible that this effecti may
have the same cause as that which makes an engine more prone to detonate or preignite at low
speeds. There have been many theories as to the nature of this cause s but exact lmow~edge
is ]acking. T& same condition is e~dent in Fig~e 10. The marked difference between the
curves for an air density of 0.066 is undoubtedly due to the presence of detonation or preignition
with the higher ratio. A blend of ben.zoI and gasobe was used at an air density of O.O75 and
as a result the curves at that altitude are almost coincident.. Even at the lowest air density,
10.033, the gaiu iu power from the increase in compression ratio is less at. 1,000 revolutions per
&‘gThe Background of Detonat ion.” Techrkd Note N-o.93 of the ~~ationd Advfsory Committee for Aeronautics, 1s722.
..
—
.—
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minute than ak the higher engine speeds. It is quite certain that there was no detonation or
preignition at this altitude. Figure 11 shows for another engine, practically no changes in
the relation of the .5.4-and 6.5 ratios over a speed range of from 1,400 to 2,OOOrevolutions per
minute, From the evidence here assembled it does not appear that the effect upon engine
power of a change in compression ratio varies consiste@ly with changes of engine speed, There
is an indication, however, that with some engines increasing the compression ratio increases the
power less at low speeds than at high speeds.
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EFFECT OF ENGINE LOAD
To what extent does the gain in efficiency resulting from an increase in compression ratio
depend upon the power developed by the engine t ?3W1 it be the same regardless of whether
the engine is operating at sea level or at an altitude of 25,000 feet, at full load or at half load!
Figure 12 ‘ answers these questions fairly satisfactorily. It shows that with a constant fuel-
8Similar curves for other compression ratios are given in Report No. 189of the h-ational Advisory Committee for .4eronautics ,entitkl “ Re-
]ation of Air-Fuel Ratio to Engine Performance?’ 192.4.
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air ratio the specific fuel consumption (pounds of fuel per indicated horsepower hour) remains
practically constant for engine operation over altitudes “ranging from sea level to 25,000 feet.
It also shows the specific fuel consumption at constant speed to be practically the same for
one-half load as for three-fourths load. Obviously, if ~~ine efficiency remains practically
constanfi with change in load then the reIation between the efficiencies obtained with different
compression ratios will be nearly independent of load. For further illustratio~, another group
of measurements was collected, the specific fuel consumption in this case being measured when
the fuel-air ratio had been leaned untiI the power was 99 per cent of ;ts maximum value. This
99 per cent value has been found to be quite detite
and a satisfactory basis for comparing values of spe-
cific fuel consumption. ‘I’he results obtained from
these measurements follow:
Compression ratio ------------------- 5.3
Engine speed, revolutions per minute___ 1,800
Carburetor air temperature ___________ 40°” Cl.
t 1
~fip~e~jte Pound of fuel ~
Approximate ~
per indicated
Load horsepmmraItitude meanflectire hour at W per
1 pressure cent of maxi-mum pmer
F(tt
\ %%’:::::+ :%-----”----l-‘g
(j.~~
.+0
: 5#lti:::::::[.r_-.do . . ...+ ii .41
1’ [ . . . . . . . . . . I 59 .@
Here again it -will be noted that the specific fuel
consumption remains practically constant regardless
of the changes in power brought. about. by changes in
aItitude or throttIe open~~.
15WLLJCE OF CARBURETOR AIR TEMPERATURES
In order to determine whether or not a ehzmge in
air t~perature would cha~me the relative perform-
ance of the en=tie titi various ctimpression ratios,
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FIG. 9.—Tests 1S3,154,1s5,and 1sS. Engine Bore 4.i2 inches;
strokq 5.12 inches; 8 cylinders; mmpres.sion ratic6, 5.3, 6.3,
7.3, ad 8.3. Awmge carburetor air temperat u% +10° C. .
Aircycfe ef5ciency= 1- 1
R 0.4
Air cycle efliciency=O.X37where-R= 5.3
Air cycle e&iciency=O.521when E=6.3
Afr cycle efKciency=O.FA?when l&?.3
.kir cycle ticiency= 0.5il when R=8.3
tests were ma{e with a range of ah-temperatures of from – 20 to + 40° (1 These tests were
made at various altitudes, en=tie speeds and throttle openings. Results of these tests are given
in Report No. 190 of the NTational Advisory Co@ttee for Aeronautics, entitIed “ Correcting
Horsepower to a Standard Temperature.” In this report, No. 190, the conclusion k reached
that engine power at a constant fuel-air ratio or at a ratio giving maximum power varies nearly
inversely as the square root of the absolute temperature regardless of engine speed, engine load,
air density, or compression ratio. The report also shows that the thermal efficiency is affected
by a difference in temperature only when the change in temperature produces an appreciable
change in the amount of fuel that is vaporized in time eflective~y to enter into combustion. For
the aviation engines tested thus far the thermaI efficiency has been found to be substantially
constant over the range of temperatures noted above provided aviation gasoline is used as
fuel. It follows therefore tha~ if the effect of changy.s in compression ratio upon engine per-
formance be determined at one temperature, the effect upon performance at other tempera-
tures can be predicted with reasonable certainty.
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INFLUENCE OF COMBUSTION CHAMBER SHAPE
The method ot’ changing piston head shapes to obtain the various compression ratios has
been~objected to at times on the grounds that it involved changes in combustion chamber shane
which might influence the power development
.A-
as well ~s did the change in ratio. It is not
Fm. 10.—T&sts183 and 184, Engine:Bore, 6.625 inchey
stroke, 7.5 ~ndms; 6 cylinders. Compression ratios, O.S,
5.5 air cycle efficiency, 0.527,0,494
“7400 /600 Moo
R.P.M.
2000
FIG. 11.—Tests 186 and 187. Englnw Bore, 6.51 iuchee;
stroke, .5.91inches; 8 cyhde~s.compression ratios, 6.6,
.5.4;air cycle efficiency, 0.527,0.491
unreasonable to expect such an influence, but it is belie~ed tiht-ttits magnitude is not grea~,
This belief is strongly supported by the single cylinder tests in which combustion chamber
Aircfensifyinlb.per CU.ff.
FIG. 12.—Test 168. Engine: Bore, 4.72 inches; stroke, 6.12
inches 8 cylinders. Compression ratio, 5.3: I; air temPera.
tuce, -f-lOOC,; pound fuel per pound air, O.O&pound afr per
pound fuel, 12.50
FIG. 13.—Cumbusfion cimfnber
shapes
shapes ranged between the two extremes shown in Figure 13. In some cases the clifference in ‘
ratio was effected by a marked change in combustion chamber shape, whereas in other cases the
shape was but little altered. This, however, did not appear to influence the closeness with which
the change in efficiency approximated the change to be expected from considerations of the air
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cycle. Hence it does not seem probable that the usualI-y slight modifications in combustion
chamber shape made in order to obtain the desired compression ratios should have influenced
appreciably the results.
DISCUSSION OF POSSIBLE ADVANTAGES FROM INCREASE OF COMPRESSION RA~IO OTHER
THAN THOSE WHICH WOULD BE ANYHCIPATEDFROM A CONSIDERATION OF AIR CYCLE
EFFICIENCIES
Among the possible advantages to be discussed me the following:
((z) Ability to operate satisfactorily with Ieaner fueI-air r~t;os.
(5) Increase in volumetric efficiency.
(c) Decrease in friction horsepower.
(d) Decrease in heat loss to jacket.’
(a) ABHJXY TO 01+’ER.&TESAmSFA~ORILY ~ LE.KXERFURL-A~ RAmOS
If an increase in compression ratio permitted an en=tie to operate -with a leaner fuel-air
rat io such an increase -would be likely to result in a considerable decrease in the spec%c fuel
consumption of the engine in service, use. This arises
from the fact that in service a c.arbureter is likely to be ‘m
adjusted so that no cylinder receives a mkture too
lean to fire under any normal condition of engine op- 150
erat ion. Such an adjustment usualIy gives a mix-
ture that is richer than necessary for most condi-
tions of operation. If it becomes possible to fie “~
leaner mixtures, the carburetor will be adjusted to :
deliver leaner mixtures and the amount of fuel used ~l,a
in excess of requirements will be less. ~
There are se-rerd reasone for expect~~ that an Q
increase in compression ratio -wouId permit an enggne &50
to be operated satisfactorily with a leaner fuel-air <
ratio. In the first place because of the smaller clear-
ance ~olume the ratio of spent gas to new charge will [30
be less. It has been demonstrated exuerimenta.llv
.
that deereas~~ the ratio of spent. gas to fresh charge ![0 ,4 l,j IJ21i
does make it possible to he leaner mixtures. In the 26 30Lb.of fue[per hr.
second place the temperatures at the end of the com- FIG. 14.-Singl&eylinder en~ne tests. Engine: Bore, 5
pression stroke are somewhat higher for the inches; stroke, 7 inches
higher compression ratios. This should tend to
make ignition more certati and flame propagation more rapid- Ffially one would expect
combustion to be completed h a shorter time tith the higher compression ratios because the
total -rolume to be tra~ersed by the flame is less. The time required for combustion is of inter-
est since an engine is sometimes Wable to operate on a lean mixture solely because the com-
bustion of the mixture is not eornp~eted by the time the dake -rake opens and as a result
the charge in the intake manifold is ignited. h’one of the tests with multicylinder engines
indicated that leaner mixtures could be wed with the higher compression ratios. This was
fm from positive proof that such a condition did not exist, as under many of the conditions of
test it -was impossible to adjust the carb~eter to give a rrhture as lean as the leanest upon
-which the en=@ne could operate. In the single cylinder enggne tests to be discussed in more
detail later this limit ation was not present-. Figure 14 shows results obtained with the sh@e-
cylinder engine, using compression ratios of 11.5 :1 and 5.4:1 and employ@ both benzol
and alcohol as fuels. E-wry effort was made to operate the engine with as Iean a mixture
as possible, a.hho%~h the selection of this titwe is extremely cWcult. The curve shows
that with both fuels the -e Was operated +th a s&~htly leaner mixture with the lower
compression ratio. l%i.s probably is a consequence of the di.flicult~ in determin.bg exactIF
s~~ol—~+~i
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the leanest mixture with which the engine can operate, but it rather effectually disposm of
the belief that- high compression ratios permit engine operation with materially leaner mixtures
than low ratios.
(6) INCREASEIN VOLUME-EFFICIENCY
If an increase in compression rdio increased the volumetric efficiency,’ namely, the amount
of charge entering the engine per cycle, then there would be an increase in power from this
source. Publisbed information as to the relation between compression ratio’ and volumchric
f600
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FIG. 15.—Tests 163to 170. Engirre: Bore, 4.72 inches; stroke, 5.12
inches; 8 cylinders. Compression ratios, 5.3, 6.3, 7.3, 8.3. CrJ’-
bureter air temperature, +10° C, Multiply by 1.036for –10” C.;
multiply by 1.027for –5° C.
efficiency is somewhat contradictory, inasmuch
as Ricaido in his sing~e cylinder engine tests
fetid that the volumetric efficiency decreased as
the compression ratio was increased, whereas
Gibson, another British irmostigator, found the
reverse. W%h the engine used in Tests 163 to
170, upon the results of -which most of this report
is based, the air flow was found to l-m the same
within the limits of experimental error for the
four compression ratios investigated. ?Jigure
15 gives air flow values obtained at full throtkle.
It may-be well at this time to point out that it is
exceedingly difficult to measure the amount of air
.
entering the carburetor of an engine because of
the pukations in the flow. The quantity of air
used by most aircraft engines is too great to make
measurement by any positiYe deviGe such as a
displacement meber feasible. It is because of the
difficulty in obtaining trustworthy air flow meas-
urements that in much of this repori results
have been plotted against pounds of fuel per
hour rather than against- pounds of air per
pound of fuel. The same general relations are
shown by such plots as it has been founds that
the change in air flow produced by a change in
fuel flow is extremely small. These statements
should not be construed as a wholesale con-
demnation of air-flow measurements but--rather as a warning against attributing to such
measurements an accuracy which they do not possess. k a matter of fact they prob~bly
constitute a satisfactory basis for determining the relati~e air flow at various air densities,
throttle openings, and compression ratios. Such inconsistencies as exist are usually found
when making comparisons of air flow at various engine speeds and are a result of changes in
pulsation rate.
Despite the dit3culties just enumerated it is believed that if any marked change in volume~ric
efficiency had accompanied the changes in compression ratio, such a change would have been
revealed by the air-flow measurements. .% has been mentioned, no such condition was found
with the engine used in tests 163 to 170.
J?igure 16 presents data which support the conclusion drawn from the air flow measure-
ments, although such data hardly constitute a check. The figure is based on compression
pressure measurements obtained with a check valve type of indicator. In preparing this
figure the chief purpose -was to show that the compressicm pressure at any barometric pressure
— —L
7 As here used volumetric efficiency is the ratio of the volumeof air which the engine actually takes in per cycle of two revolutions to the totrd
@torr displacement of the engine. This volume is computed ror the temperature and pressure existing at the entrance to the cmbureter.
~ IrI tests at the Bureau of Standards and elsewhere.
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could be fi=gured from an equation of the form PI= P2Rn where PI is the compression ~ressure,
P, is the barometric pressure, R is the compression ratio and n is an exponent which 1s Dearly
constant (for a given type of engine and a gi-ren en#ne speed) for all compression ratios and
barometric pressures and which can be determined from the above equation by measurhg the
compression pressure at one lmown barometric pressure. Incidentally, however, the fact that
with alI four ratios the compression pressure could be fqyred with remonable accuracy by the
use of the same exponent seems consistent with the conclusion drawn from the air flow meas-
urements that the -rohunetric efficiency was the same for the four compression ratios employed.s
-.
With tin-o other epgges, one a 6-cylinder of
6.62-inch bore and 7.50-inch stroke and the other
an S-cylinder of 5.51-hch bore and 5.91 -i.uch
siroke, the air flow measurements indicated that
slightly higher voIumet.ric efficiencies w-ere obtained
with a 6.5 :1 compression ratio than with a 5.5 :1.
These measurements, how-e-rer, were neither suffi-
ciently comp~ete nor sufEitilently consistent to be
considered conclusive.
It seems desirable to discuss briefly some of
the reasons for expecting a cha~me in compression
ratio to produce a chmge in volumetric efficiency
even though no such effect has pro-red of major
importance in the investigations discussed in tihis
report. The desirability Iies in the fact that fu-
ture changes in en=tie design may cause infhences
now insignificant to become of real consequence.
-it the end of the suction stroke, the total vol-
ume abo~e the piston is the sum of khe piston dis-
placement and clearance volume. Part of this
space is occupied by the spent gases which origi-
nal.Iy fiIled the clearance and part by the new charge.
Let K be the ratio between the volumes occu-
pied by the spent gases at the end and begin.n@
of the suction stroke. The vohune occupied
by the spent gases at the beginr@ of the
suction stroke is, of course, the clearance -rohmne.
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Fm. lfi—Tests 163,164, 165, and 165. Engine. Bore, 4.72inches;
stroke, 5.12 inches S cyfinders. Compression ratios, 5.3, 6.3,
7.3, and 8.3. Curves show value of n in equation R= P@.
P,=compression pressurq Pz=bammetric pressnr~ 1?= eern-
pr~=ion ratio
The volume occupied by the fresh charge
at the end of the suction stroke may be expr~sed as f oIlows: Vol~-e of f~esh charge at ~-d
of suction stroke= piston displacement+ c~earance -rolume – K (clearance volume) = piston dis-
placement + (1 – ~ clearance volume.
This equation” assumes no heat interchange to have taken place between the spent gases
and fresh charge. The assumption simplifies the equation and is justified by the fact thak
the heat interchange between the gases does not affect the volumetric efficiency as the decrease
in -roIume of the clearance gases due to the heat given up to the enter~~ charge is balanced
by the increase in volume of the latter.’” Referr&~ again t.o the above equation it is obvious
that if K is greater than 1, then (1 – K) will be negative and the volume of fresh charge at the
end of the suction stroke will be less the greater the clearance -rohune. In other words the
lower the compression ratio (the greater the clearance volume) the lower will be the vohmetrie
efficiency. If K is less than 1 the re~erse will be true.
9The equation is really an empirical one ‘which by the us%of the e~erimentally determined ex@nent I permits the cmnpression pressure
to be cakml?.ted from the atmospheric pres.snre with approfiteIy the same accuracy as wonld be pm+%le if the actuaf pressure at the begfnning
of compression and the true expunent of compression .mre known.
II TM k tie ~nIy ff the f~el k & ~~p~~kedbefOre it ente~~the eDg@. If this is nofithe case there is IikeIy te he an increaje b volumetri=
eMciency as the volnme occupied by the vapor is Iess than the deereese in volnme of the ekrance gases dne to the heat abstracted in forming
this vapor. The equation, however, is did for estimating the reIative volumetric efdciencies of two compression ratios protided there fs no
diiierenca in the rate or arnonnt of vaporization that takes plwe in the engine cylinder during the suction stroke.
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For a perfect gas = ‘~+~= ‘$$ where p is pressure per unit area, v is volume, and T is
absolute temperature. T;is la~;~holds very newly true for the gases used in the engine, so
T’z_Pl ‘z–– K. In this case PI, %>
~’, p, T,
and tl represent conditions at the beginning of the suction
stroke and pz~Vz}and tz conditions at the end of this stroke. T, is usually less then T1 m thero
is some heat 10SSfrom the spent gases to the surrounding walls during the suction stroko. The
ratio of T2to T1 is therefore usually less than 1. In the conventional engine pt is ordinarily
less than p, and the ratio of p, to p, is greater than 1. A ratio of p, top, ks than 1might occur
if the intake gases exerted a considerable ramming action and would be very apt to occur
when using a mechanically driven supercharger.
As far as the theoretical engine cycle is concerned the exhaust temperature is higher the
lower the compression ratio. TThe higher this tempe.arture the lower will be the ratio T’
inasmuch as the loss of heat to the water will increase. Preignition even in its mildest form
RF?($4
Fm. Ii.—Tests 163, 164, 165, and 166. Engine: Bore, 4.72 indx.s;
stroke, 5.12 inches; 8 cylindem. Compression ratios, 5.3, 6.7, 7.3,
8.3. Approximate jacket-water outlet temperature, 40° C.
~ery materially;ncreases the temperature of the
exhausi and as Lhe tendency to preignition in-
creases with the compression ratio it would not
be surprising to find the influence of this ratio
upon -~ the reverse of what would be antici-
pated f;om the air cycle.
The influence of compression ratio upon vol~
umetric efficiency under certain circumsbmces
may be rather intimately rel~ted to the time
of intake valve closing. In nearly all engines
the intake valve does not close until the piston
has traveIed some distance on the compression
stroke. I-f, for two engines differing only in
compression ratio, the pressures at the end of
the suction stroke are equal, then at thti Lime
the intake val~e closes the pressure in the en-
gine wiih the higher compression ratio will be
greater than in the other. The greater this prGs-
sure the lower at that time will be the rate of
flow into the engine cylinder m if this pressure
be greater than the manifold pressure the higher
will be the rate of flow from the cylinder to the
manifold. In other words this is one tendenc}’
toward a decrease in volumetric efficiency with an increase in compression ratio.
The gist of the foregoing is that=experiments to date have shown no major difference in
volumetric efficiency to result from changes in compression ratio and that theoretical considera-
tions indicate that such a change may increme or decrease the volumetric efficiency according
to the circumstances.
(C) DECREASEIN FRICTIONEIORSEPOWER
It is brake horsepower and brake thermal efficiency that is of ultimate concern in any auto-
motive engine. Both increase as the friction horsepower decreases, so that if an increase in
compression ratio decreases the friction this gain is as valuable as that due to an increase in
air cycle efficiency. l?riction horsepower data obtained in these tests are open to the objec-
tion that differe~t pistons and rings were used with each compression ratio, offering a possibility
for d%erences in friction to occur as a result of differences in piston or ring clearances. It is
to be expected, however, that such differences were rather small inasmuch as every effort was
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made to make all clearances alike. In Figure 17 are shown friction horsepower measurements
for four compression ratios o-rer a speed range of from 1,200 to 2,200 re~olutions per minute.
The runs showing the greatest differences between ratios—those made at a barometric pressure
of 30.9 em. Hg.—indicate that the highest friction was obtained with the 5.3 ratio and the lowest
with the 6.3, the values for ratios of 7.3 and 8.3 be~~ in between. This inclines one to the belief
that. the differences noted abo-re are due to other causes than the differences in compression
ratio. When one appreciates that a change in jacket water temperature of 20° c. often changes
the friction horsepower 15 per cent it is easy to understand how changes in friction of the mag-
nitude sho~m might result from a slight. change in oil -riscosity. This is the more easiIy credited
when the fact is stated thai several months often elapsed between friction measurements with
FIG. 18.—Tt%ts1s3and 184. EE@ne Bor’. 6.N5 fiches; s~O~e, 7.5 FIG. i9.—Tests 1S6snd 187. Enginc Bore, 5.51 inches; siroke, 5.91
inches; 6 cyhnde~ inches; 8 cylinders
one compression ratio and with another. Figures 1S and 19 show friction data for two other
engines. ~ rather unexpected condition is shown in Figure 18, the friction horsepower being
\-cry nearly the same for both compression ratios ati a.jacket water outlet temperature of 80° C.,
whereas at a jacket temperature of 30° (2. there is a marked difference between the friction
horsepower obtained with the two ratios, the lower having the higher friction. In Figure 19
it VW be noted that with both jacket water outlet temperatures there was a difference between
the friction horsepower obtained with the two compression ratios. Here, however, the highest
friction -was obtained with the highest compression ratio. In so far as tests with a single @in-
der enbtie having a bore of 5 inches and a stroke of 7 inches are concerned, no cihanges in fric-
tion with change in compression ratio were noted o~er a range of ratios extending from 5.4 : I
to 14 :1.
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l?i~~e zo shows theoretical indicator diagrams for compression ratios of 5 and 8 and dso e
curves for that portion of the side thrust which is due to gas pressure. (The side thrustdue
to inertia is unaffected by changes in compression ratio,) The side thrust is based on the con-
necting rod crank ratio ;f the “engine us~d in -
FrG. N.—Illustrative indicator diagrams for com~ression ratios of 5
and 8
these tests. .Alt.bough this figure shows some-
what J@her pressures to be obtained with the
higher compression ratio one would nofi cxpccb
the difl’erence in friction LObe very great, iill
in all it appears rather improbable that mate-
rial differences in friction horsepower should
result from differences in compression ratio.
(d) DECREASEIN HE.4T LOSS TO THE JACKET
Apart from any possible relation which
may exist between the jacket loss and the
thermal efficiency of the engine, it is very de-
sir%ble that the heat loss to the jacket be a
minimum. An increase in this loss necessitates
more & surface if the engine be air-cooIed or
a Iarger radiator if it be water-cooled. In
either case the increase in weight and heat
resistance means that more power wilI be re-
quired to propeI the airplane.
From theoretical considerations one would
expect that the heat loss to the j aeket would
decrease with increase in compression ratio
and that the ratio between the heat loss to the jacket and the heat equivalent of the in-
dicated horsepower would decrease for this reason and also because the engine power in-
creases with increases in compression ratio. Figure 21. shows a plot of gas temperatures
over a cornpleti cycle with compression ratios of 4 : 1 and 8 : 1. It will be observed thafi
although with the higher ratio higher temperatures exist at the end of the compression stroke
and after combustion, yet because of the high expansion ratio the temperatures rapidly drop
during the expansion stroke with the result that the mean temperature over the entire cycle
is considerably lower than with the lower ratio, This figure should not be taken as accu-
rately representing the actual tem-
peratures during a cycle, as it is
based upon the assumption that
no heat is lost to the jacket and
upon others but little less bold.
If, as the figure shows, the mean
temperature during the cycle is
considerably lower with the higher
compression ratio under the as-
sumption of no loss to the jacket}
then it is obvious that the loss
which actually does take place
must be lower for this ratio un-
less the surface through which
heat transfer takes place is greater.
As &matter of fzct with the high compression ratio there is less of such surface,
The data obtained in the compression ratio tests are not consistent enough to justify
estimates of the amount of decrease in jacket loss which should result from an increase in com-
pression ratio but they do show conclusively that there is no increase in—
Crank rxujetindegrees
Fm. 21.–Comparison of theoretfcaJ gas temperatures for eomprsssion ratios of 8 and 4
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.~nd they furnish considerable etidence that there is a decrease. The presence of preiatition
or detonation greatly increases the heat di~sipation to the jacket. Inasmuch as an increase
in compression ratio does increase the tendency of an engine to preiatite or detonate it may
irdirectIy cause an increase in jacket loss which is the reverse of the normaI condition. .4s
stated, this is an abnormaI condition, but. it is from measurements under such a condition that
many ha~e been led to believe that further increases in compression ratio would result in
greatIy increased jacket losses.
One would expect a decrease in jacket loss to be accompanied by an inorease in power and
a decrease in specific fuel consumption from an aria.]ysis of the data at hand; however, this
does not appear to occur to any great extent under normal conditions. For exampIe, there
is a marked increase in—
Heat loss to jacket
Heat equivalent of indicated horsepower
with reduction in engine power whether such reduction in power is affected by partly closing
the throttle or b-y reducing the derisity of the air at the entrance to the carburetor. In spite
of the marked increase in this rztio there is no &ppreoiable change in thermal efficiency. The
rnos~ reasonable explanation of this condition appears to be thai most of the heat dissipation
to the -water jacket takes place during the exhaust stroke. Thermal efficiency is not decreased
by the heat lost during this stroke. TVhy at least half of the heat loss to the jacketi should
not occur during the expansion stroke is much Iess easily explained. It may be that the oil
film on the cylinder wall serves as a very effective heat insulator during most of the expansion
stroke and that it is not until the end of the expansion stroke that this film is burned away and
any com~iderable amount of heat dissipation takes place.
SINGLE CYLINDER TESTS
By the time the tests had progressed this far it had become evident that up to compres-
sion ratios as high as 8.3:1 there -was a gain in both power and efficiency with increase in com-
pression ratio. The next step appeared to be
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compression ratios and for this purpose the single cylinder engine seemed we~~adapted. This
engine was of 5-inch bore and 7-inch stroke, and the changes in compression m tio were obtained
by the use of special pistons and by inserting shims between the crankcase and cylinder flange.
Tests were made in the single cylinder engine with compression ratios of 5.4,6.1, 7,2, 9.2,
1I.5, and 14.0. Figure 22 shows results obtained with benzol-gasoline blends, just. enough
benzol being used in most cases to secure s~tisfactory operation. hTobenzol was required with
the 5.4 ratio while wiih the 14 ratio it was necessary to use all benzol. Figure 23 shows the
same results but in this case with indicated mean effective pressures and specific fuel consump-
t.ions plotted versus compression r~tio. These results were obtained at an engine speed of’
1, 500 revolutions per minute, but as a matter of interest a few measurements were made at
an engine speed of 1,100 revolutions per minute, where the ~oIumetric efficiency of the engine
was rather high. At- this speed a mean effective pressure of 192 pounds per square inch was
obtained with the 14.0 compression ratio,
COMPARISON OF ACTUAL GAINS W1’I’H THOSE WHICH WOULD BE EXPECTED FROR~
THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS
Figure 24 shows the close agreement between the observed increase in efficiency and that
which wotdd be expected from a comparison of air cycle efficiencies calculated with an expo-
nent of 1.4. The dotted curve and the points in the figure are derived from actual tests. The
tests upon which this curve is based were made under such conditions that there is little like-
lihood for any appreciable changes in engine condition to have occurred and to hare influenced
the results. In discussing Figure 7 it was pointed out. that although the percentage of air
cycle eficiency obtained with ratios higher than 5.3 was Iess than that obtained w;th the 5.3
ratio, nevertheless the percentage did not decrease consistently- with increase in ratio, From
this it would appear probable that a portion of the discrepancy between the actual changes
in efficiency and those which would be expected from theoretical considerations werel in this
engine, due to changes in engine condition. For the engine whose performance is plotted in
Figure 10 it will be noted that the actual gains coincide rather closely with the theoretical
except at an engine speed of 1,000 revolutions per minute and at an entrance air pressure cor-
responding to that at an altitude of 5,OOOfeet. Probable explanations of these discrepancies
have aIready been discussed. In–the case of the engine whose performance is plotted in Figure
11, a higher percentage of air cycle efficiency was obtained with the 6.5 ratio than with the
5.4. The difference, however, is not greati. The spark advance of this particular engine was
fixed and the same advance was used with both compression ratios.
It may be that this particular spark advance was more suitable for the 6.5 ratio than for
the 5.4. In connection with Figure 11 it should be mentioned that a blend of benzol and gaso-
line was used with the 6.5 ratio for the run at approximately sea-level air pressure and that
gasoline alone was used for alI the other runs. From a consideration of the results obtained with
both the single cylinder and multicylinder engines the conclusion is well justified that -o-rer the
range of ratios investigated an increase in compression ratio causes an increase in power and
thermal efficiency, Vi7hiIe the magnitude of these changes is sometimes less than what would
be predicted from considerations of air cycle efficiency, nevertheless it is probable that in most
cases such considerations will form a fairly reliable basis for estimating the effect of an increase
in compression ratio.
OBJECTIONS TO USE OF HIGH-COM-PRESSION RATIOS
h increase in compression ratio increases the tendency of an eugine to detonate and to
preignite. If detonation or preignition becomes serious the gains which otherwise would result
from an increase in compression ratio are not realized. Detonation may be defined as a combus-
tion phenomenon whose best recognized manifestation is the ringing sound which usually ac-
companies a too-far advanced spark. Preignition may be defined as ignition from any source
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prior to the time at which ignition is desired. This ignition ma-y come from self-ignition of
the fuel or from some overheated portion of the combustion chamber.
There are at Ieasti two distinct methods by which serious detonation and preignition can
be pre~ented. The fit method consists in the employment of a speciaI fuel, the second in
throttling the engine until satisfactory operation results. Both methods have disadvantages.
The subject of fuels for high compression engines will be treated in a future report and hence
will be discussed but briefly here. The singIe-@nder engine used in this investigation operated
satisfactorily with the 14 compression ratio with either benzol or alcohoI ~ fueI. There are
several other fueIs known to operate satisfactory, y in high-compression engines and more will
quite probabIy be ciisco-rered. ~~nfortunat-ely many of these fuels are inferior to gasoIine in
other respects. .~cohol, for example, is considerably lower in ca.lorific value than gasoLine.
.Qthough an engiw operating on alcohol develops about the same power as when operating on
gasoLine7 the fuel consump tion in pounds per brake horsepower hour is greater. The dotted
curve in Figure 23 illustrates the effect of the low c.a.Iorific value of alcohol. This curve is based
upon a series of runs in which blends of aIcohol and ~asoline were used as fueI, the alcohol con-
tent in each case being just sufficient to give sat.isfac~ory
tlione minimum specfic fuel consumption was obtained
with a compression ratio of about 7 because of the
fact that the g~in in thermal efficiency resulting from
a further increase in compression ratio was offset by
the lower caIorific value of the blend which it -was
necessar~ to employ. It shouId be observed that this
cume is m no sense a contradiction of previous statem-
ents that the f ueI consumption in pounds per in-
dicated horsepower hour decreases with increase in
compression ratio. H&d alcohol aIone been used at all
compression ratios there would ha-re been a decrease
in specific fuel consumption with each increase in com-
pression ratio but at all ratios the specific fuel
consumption would have been ~~eater than when
u<ing gasoline as fuel.
‘Throttling a.n engine for the purpgse of employing=
a high compression ratio also has serious disad-
vantages as will be more apparent after a con-
sideration of I?ixwre 25. This figure gives a
engine operation. tinder these condi-
m5.-4 9.2 14
Relafivepower d d[ffered
canpressiw rafias
Compression rafti
FIG. 24.—Increase oi eiliciency w. mmpressiou ratio
rough basis of comparison of engine characteristics giving equal immunity from detonation
troubles with a given fuel. It shows relations between compression ratio, volumetric efficiency,
indicated mean effect ive pressure and compression pressure. Compression pressure cumws
are based on the equation shown in the fiawe, PI being assumed to be 14.7 pounds per square
inch at 100 per cent volumetric efficiency and for lower efhcieneies to be lower in direct propor-
tion to the effieienc~. The lower group of curves is based upon a measurement of the indicated
mean effecti~e pressure and volumetric efficiency of an engine of ~.+t compression ratio. For
this measurement the curves in the lower part of the figure were derived by making these two
justifiable assumptions: (Q.)That at any compression ratio the indicated mean effective pressure
is directly proportional to the -volumetric efficiency, and (b) that at any volumetric efficiency
the indicated mean effective pressure is proportional to fihe air cycIe efficiency as determined by
the compression ratio.
.$.n example wiH illustrate ho-w these curves may be used. .&sume a fuel and an engine
design such that with an absolute compression pressure of 160 pounds per square inch there is
an adequate margm of safety against detonation. The upper curves show a pressure of 160
pounds per square inch to be obtained with a volurnet ric e%cieney of 71.5 per cent at a compres-
——
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sion rtitio 7 and with a volumetric efficiency of 89 per cent at a compressicm ratio of 6. The
lower curves show an indicated mean effective pressure of 125 pounds per squs.re inch to ‘be
developed with a volumetric efficiency of 71.5 per cent at a compression ratio of 7 whlIe an indi-
cated mean effective pressure of 147 pounds per square inch is obtained with 89 per cent volu-
metric efficiency at a ratio of 6. For the 7 ratio the air cycIe eficiency is 54.1 per cent and
for the 6 ratio 51.1 per cent. Hence the lower ratio should give 17.5 per cent more indicated
power with an efficiency on the basis of indicated power 5.8 per cent less. This figure. (fig. 25}
presents only the major conditions governing detonation. Size and shape of combustion
chamber, location’ znd number of spark plugs, cylinder and piston construction, all these have
an influence which usually must be determined by experiment. kforeomx, the compression
-.
- Vofumefr;c efff%~ency, Z
‘lQ”25’—c0mDr=si0n‘atio’a==fs*’a~~=j~c:’e~ra*~
Compression pressure, Px=PIR1l~.Air cycle efficiency,
E= I–[1/qO.4
pressure which will provide a constant margin of
safety from detonation does increase slightly with
increase in compl~essfon ratio .11
The disadvantage of throttling an engine to
enabIe ,a higher compression ratio to be cmpIoyed
does not appear so long as the discussion is confined
to indicated horsepower and indicaked thermftl
efficiency. From the preceding discussion, how-
ever, it is evident that the throttled high-compres-
sion engine must–have a greater piston displace-
ment than the unthrottled low-compression ratio
engine, Its friction probably is correspondingly
higher as piston dimensions, and hence piston fric-
tion, usually are proportioned to-piston displace-
ment., This increase in friction means a decrease
in mechanical eflicienc.y and consequently a de-
crease in brake horsepower and brake thermal
efficiency. Because of the greater piston displace-
ment-of the throttled engine its weigh~ wiIl probably
be somewhat higher arid consequently somewhat
higher engine power must be provided to transport
this weight: The engine weight, however, is only
a part of the total and in the usual ~irplane it is
probable thatra 2 per cent increase in engine power
-wouId permit a 10 per cent--increase in engine
-weight. It is evident that a considerable amount
of calculation or experiment is necessary Lo deter-
mine whether or not an increase in brake thermal
efficiency til result from tin increase in comprm-
sion ratio if, in order to em~lov this ratio, the en-
gine must be throttled. calculations indicate an o~er-alI gain in brak~ t~ermal effie’iency of
about 2 per cent as the probable result of using a throttled engine of 7 compression ratio instead
of an unthrottled engine of 6 ratio. The throttled engine -would have the advantage that at
aItitudes above sea level the throttle opening could be increased and higher power obtained than
with the low-compression ratio engine.
It is frequently suggested th~t by not cIosing the intake valves until very late on the com-
pression stroke it is possibIe to have a low-compression ratio and a high-expansion ratio, The
objection to this procedure is that the very late closing of the intake valves decreases the volu-
metric efficiency and hence the power of the engine. Hence the engine is open to most of the
objections of the throttled engine and lacks some of the advantages of the latter.
Another disadvantage, which doubtless has suggested itself, is the increase in structural
strength or bearing surfaces necessitated by the higher pressures. The maximum pressures
encountered in engine operation are those due to detonation and if by the use of special fuels.-—
11~~~ ‘IThe B@g~~~~d OfDetOn~tfOn,>$Technical NOte &rO.93, of the National Advisory Committee for Aemn@ics, 19!22.
.
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or by other expedients the se-rerity of detonation is not aIlowed to increase with increase in
compression ratio then the mtium pressurw shouId not increase. kleari effective pressures,
however, change as the compression ratio changes. The magnitude of the change, however, is
rather Iess than is often supposed. The mean side thrust shown in F~re 20 is 11 per cent
higher with the 8 compression ratio than with the 4 and the maximum side thrust 40 per cent
higher ~th the ~ ratio. Figure 20 is based on normal pressures and does not take into con-
sideration detonation pressures which ha~e been discussed abo~e.
It is probably more difficult to start a high-compression engine than one of a lower ratio.
This is particularly true of large aviation engines. The starter usually crm.ks such an ergine
at rather low speeds and as a result of the low speeds and rather large clearance between pistons
and cylinders the leakage past the piston is rather large. Under such conditions the pressure
at the end of the compression stroke may be but little higher than atmospheric. At atmos-
pheric pressure the weight of charge in the en=tie is proportional to the clearance and is Iower
for the high-compr~ssion ratio than for the lo-w. Other conditions being equa.I the greater the
weight of charge fired the more likely the engine is to stark. The force of the explosion in the
cyfinder first fired mmt be sufficient to overcome the resistance offered by the compression
pressure in the cylinder nex$ firing or the engine will not operate. This compression pressure
increases with the compression ratio ancl hence the difficulty in starting increases like-wise.
CONCLUSIONS
From the irmestigation described herein, it is concluded that o-i-er the range of ratios inw.-s-
tigated an increase in compression ratio produces an increase in power and thermal efficiency
provided swh a fueI is used that there is no preibti~ion or detonation. The gain in indicated
horsepower and indicated thermal efficiency is very nearly that -which ~ould be anticipated
from a com~ideration of air-cycle efficiencies. The gain in brake horsepower and brake thermal
efficiency should be as great or greater, as there is no consistent evidence that friction horsepower
increases with increase in compression ratio. What compression ratio is best for a given engine
depends very largely upon what fuel must be employed to a~oid preignition or detonation. As
has been explained, the disadvantages incidental to the use of some fuels ma-y offset the gain
due to an increase in compression ratio.
Further efforts in this field should be direct ed toward the development of satisfactory fuels
for use -with high-compression ratios and aIso to-ward improvements in combustion-chamber
design which will permit higher ratios to be used with a given fuel than is now possible.
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